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Introduction 
We have got the dictionary in Fieldworks Language Explorer, which syncs with the Language Forge 

version. This program is much easier to use and has the nice feature of being able work online. It is 

published on the Webonary here: turkmen.webonary.org  

Philosophy 
A Turkmen-English dictionary is a translation dictionary so the entries in it are not definitions so 

much as translation equivalents (called ‘definitions’). These will often be approximate rather than 

exact, as the languages and cultures do not line up exactly, and in any case the sense of terms often 

differ in terms of their semantic ranges. It is my belief that the best way to compile a dictionary is to: 

1. Gather example sentences and translate them, perhaps in semantic domains 

2. Use the example sentences to work out the translation equivalents 

3. Separate all the above into separate 'senses', which are basically translation equivalents. 

Please also see the document ‘Introduction to the Turkmen-English Dictionary’ which has a brief 

history. 
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Finding Entries 
The entries are organised under root terms rather than citation forms. That means that verbs are 

listed without the -mak/mek suffix. Only the citation form field has these suffixes. E.g. ruhlandyrmak 

will be listed under ‘ruhlandyr’ rather than ‘ruhlandyrmak’. If you look at the very top of the page 

you will see how the dictionary entry will finally be listed e.g. 

ruhlandyrmak verb  to inspire, encourage  Halypa şägirdini ruhlandyrdy. The guru encouraged his 

disciples. The tutor encouraged his students.  

 

Please don’t delete the Turkmen entry in the  Citation Form or the Word field. Each one is needed!  

 

These easiest way to find an entry is to type it in the ‘Search Entries’ box. 
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Glosses vs. Definitions 
Glosses are one-word equivalents used to make an interlinearised text of e.g. a story. Reverse 

entries are like glosses, but are used to generate an English-Turkmen finder list (like an English-

Turkmen dictionary, but made by a computer). If you have to use two words then use an underline 

character  between them like this: check_over. 

Definitions are longer. If the definition and the gloss are the same length the definition is redundant 

– just put the one-word definition in the gloss. E.g. ‘galam’ means ‘pencil’ so you just put ‘pencil’ 

under the gloss field and leave the definition field blank. The computer will use the gloss field for the 

definition in that case. 

 

Parts of Speech 
We use postposition rather than preposition, as that’s what Turkmen uses. 

Some nouns can be used as adjectives. Feel free just to have them marked as a noun, but if you want 

to differentiate between nouns and adjectives that is even better. 

Likewise, many adjectives can be used as adverbs. It’s often easier not to mark that and just list 

definitions e.g. quick, quickly. 

If the parts of speech drop-down box is red that’s probably because it has an abbreviation such as 

adj. These are not allowed – please choose ‘adjective’ from the drop-down box. 

Example Sentences 
These should be as short as possible while still illustrating the use of the word in question. A good 

example sentence gives a context and shows what the word means from within Turkmen culture. If 

English-speakers won’t understand that culture then it is best to add an explanation in an 

encyclopaedic entry, rather than in the example itself.  

If an example is under the wrong sense (meaning) of a word, then to move it the only way is to cut 

(Ctrl-x) and paste (Ctrl-v) both the Turkmen and the English. Click on Add Example to create the new 

example. 
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Idioms 
Idioms such as özüni tutmak and word combinations such as rugsat etmek may come under separate 

entries. E.g. rugsat etmek is a main entry rather than coming under rugsat. 

British vs American English 
By default we use British spellings such as colour, plough, but if the American word is different (e.g. 

‘rasp’ instead of ‘file’), then just add that as an alternative in the definition field. So törpi n – file, 

rasp. Since this is a Turkmen-English dictionary, any Americans reading it will see the word ‘rasp’ and 

understand what a törpi is. Of course Turkmen won’t know which one to use, but we can say in the 

introduction somewhere that the default (so first) translation will be British English. 

Semantic Domains 
We are using the semantic domains published at http://semdom.org but the list will come up 

automatically. Say you want to use the word ‘file’ to translate ‘törpi’, but want to differentiate it 

from other kinds of file, then you can find the semantic domain ‘tool’ in the list and add it to the 

semantic domain field. 

The overall domains are: 

1. Universe, creation 

2. Person 

3. Language and thought 

4. Social behaviour 

5. Daily life 

6. Work and occupation 

7. Physical actions 

8. States 

9. Grammar 

So if you type 1.1, for example, you will get a list of domains under 1. Universe, creation. 

Encyclopaedic Information 
You can use this field to explain e.g. cultural background to a Turkmen item that doesn’t exist in 

English. E.g. certain types of food (palow) or clothing (telpek).  

  

http://semdom.org/
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Hidden Fields 
If you click on the Show Extra Fields button you’ll be able to see extra fields that you can use, like 

comments on the etymology of a word.  

 

 

Publishing the Dictionary 
I will periodically sync the Flex version of the dictionary with the webonary dictionary online. I don’t 

make PDF versions or App versions as frequently, as it takes time. Also, the dictionary is so large it 

crashes Flex, so I can’t use the normal way to create a PDF output. 

Contact Info 
I hope that helps. If you have any questions please contact me at david_gray@sil.org or 

dawut7g@gmail.com. I’m on Skype as david7gray. 

Useful web pages: 

http://turkmen.webonary.org (the dictionary, published online – we periodically update this) 

http://enedilim.com/sozluk (monolingual dictionary) 

http://semdom.org/ (semantic domains – see above) 

mailto:david_gray@sil.org
mailto:dawut7g@gmail.com
http://turkmen.webonary.org/
http://enedilim.com/sozluk
http://semdom.org/
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Thanks, David 

 


